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How are neurotechnologies unraveling the mystery of our brain and opening new business opportunities?

OBJECTIVES OF THE REPORT

•	E xplain the challenges linked to
neurotechnologies, and their
current and future applications
• O ffer a technical and
economic segmentation of
the neurotechnologies field:
neurosensing, neurostimulation,
brain computer interface
• G ive an overview of
neurotechnologies main players
and their respective technologies.
• Furnish market data and forecasts
for the period 2017-2035, and
market dynamics in each segments.
• Provide neurotechnology
roadmaps and latest innovation in
the different segments
• D iscover the most active
companies through comprehensive
list of patents in neurostimulation
and neurosensing

speech interface, while Microsoft is publishing
patents on “mind control” that allow users to
operate apps using their mind without gesture.
Conjunction of neurosciences, advanced microtechnologies and rapid adoption of wearables
lead to the emergence of innovative start-up
companies and number of initiatives supported by
public or private organizations. In the last 3 to 4
years, a wave of fundraising reached a cumulative
$300M in BCI companies accompanied by national
initiatives like the Obama’s Brain Initiative project
supported by US government inspired by the
success of the Human Genome Project. If we take
the model of the DNA sequencing history, given
that researches are going faster today thanks to
computer science, it wouldn’t be surprising to see
the discovery of a groundbreaking technology to
record brain signals before 2030.

Who has never dreamt of taking control of
its environment without using the hands, just
thinking? And if these assumptions looking like
science fiction are turning to reality thanks to
neurotechnologies!
For a long time neurosciences were an exclusive
domain of healthcare, and technologies
associated were serving two main applications:
neurostimulation and neurosensing. In early
2000’s the concept of Brain Computer Interface
(BCI) emerged with the strong objective to use
brain and peripheral nerve information to the
benefit of patients. More recently, BCI got the
objective not only to serve the medical sector,
but to exploit brain signal for a broad range of
applications in industrial, military and consumer
fields. This has surely caught the attention of
ambitious people like Elon Musk who founded
Neuralink in this domain in 2017 or Bryan Johnson
who invested $100M in his company Kernel.
Web giants, with companies such as Google,
Facebook and Microsoft are also watching these
new technologies carefully. Facebook is strongly
involved in project of “typing-by-brain” as a silent-

This report is covering the 3 main segments
of
neurotechnologies
(neurostimulation,
neurosensing and BCI), the dynamic of the market
through fundraisings, merger & acquisition as
well as comprehensive roadmaps of product
developments.
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• Introduction to neurotechnologies
and market landscapes
•	Comprehensive market analysis
of each segment, covering
neurostimulation, neurosensing
and brain computer interface
•	Fundraising analysis, investments
and acquisitions
•	Patent landscape analysis of
neurostimulation and neurosensing
•	Market data and forecasts for 2017
– 2023 with a tentative forecast
until 2035, and 2017 market share
for each segment
• Main technologies and roadmaps
• Company profiles with technology
descriptions

WILL NEUROTECHNOLOGIES FOLLOWING THE PATH OF DNA
SEQUENCING AND REVOLUTIONIZING NOT ONLY MEDICINE
BUT THE ENTIRE SOCIETY?
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This report includes global trends
in patent application identified by
KnowMade but does not include an
in-depth analysis of any patents.

NEUROTECHNOLOGIES: A $4.6B MARKET IN 2017 MAINLY DRIVEN BY THE
NEUROSTIMULATION SEGMENT
The neurotechnologies market is expected to
reach $7.4B in 2023, with a CAGR 2017-2023 of 8.3%.
Neurostimulation is representing the major part
of this market whose key players are giant medical

device companies Medtronic, Boston Scientific or
Abbott (formerly Saint-Jude Medical) taking most
of the market shares. However market shares are
slightly moving due to technology improvement
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in neurostimulation with smaller players bringing
new technologies like Neuropace and its closed loop

neurostimulator or ElectroCore for the treatment of
headache using non-invasive vagus nerve stimulation.
But implanted neurostimulators such as spinal cord
stimulators for the treatment of pain or deep brain
stimulators in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease
and epilepsy are still representing a large part of the
product sold.

Neurosensing roadmap
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Comparatively, neurosensing market for diagnostics
and research is a more mature market, and
quite conservative when considering ElectroEncephalography (EEG) in clinical applications.
Research companies like Brain Products and g.tec are
currently very active to develop next generation of
electrodes and systems to answer the strong demand
for BCI applications. BCI is forecasted to have the
strongest growth for the next decades,
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The report is presenting market data from 2017 to
2035 and the key players on each neurotechnology
segment. It presents the fast growing segment of BCI
applications, neurostimulation market with detailed
stimulating technologies and related players, and
neurosensing market focusing on clinical EEG for
diagnostics and EEG for research.

THE MUTATION OF THE NEUROTECHNOLOGY BUSINESS IS GUIDED BY TECHNICAL
PROGRESS IN THE SENSING AND STIMULATION DOMAIN AS ATTEST BY THE PATENT
LANDSCAPE EVOLUTIONS
The rapid development of neurotechnologies is
a combination of different factors: technology
availability, miniaturization, connectivity, power and
rapid adoption of wearables contributes to innovation
at sensor and system level.
A one shot EEG procedure at hospital and use of wet
electrodes is acceptable to the patient. However,
development of dry electrodes is bringing more
comfort and application for long time monitoring
and BCI. As an example, g.tec unveiled its RecoveriX
system, an EEG cap with dry active electrodes for
training session of patients in rehabilitation. Another
trend for brain signal monitoring is the EEG wireless
headsets. The CerebAir headset of Nihon Kohden has

been developed in close collaboration with IMEC and
Holst Center. The platform developed at IMEC is also
serving consumer markets for emotion detection. It
is worth noting that new electrodes and ergonomic
systems give more comfort to users, enabling a
broader use of headset in consumer or industrial
applications. Companies like Muse and Emotiv are
taking benefits of advanced technologies to offer headbands and headsets that capture user emotions. Other
challenges in the neuroscience landscape concerns
implanted devices like deep brain stimulators and the
battery lifetime, requiring regular surgeries. Boston
Scientific has invested to develop a new battery for
DBS neurostimulator that more than double current
neurostimulator lifetime.

Market data and forecasts in value 2017-2035
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This activity in neurosciences is reflected by a
huge number of patent publications. Neurosensing
accounts for 16,000+ published over a period
of 75 years, 25% of whom in the last decade.
Players in consumer electronics like Panasonic are
holding patent on EEG headset, while players in
automotive markets like Toyota are surprisingly
holding 10s of patents on EEG systems.

Roadmaps of development and availability are
available in the report. Technology trends of the
report describes how the miniaturization and
silicon technologies contributes to manufacturing of
invasive probes for local field potential measurement.
The report is also describing patent landscape and
analysis in both sensing and stimulating devices,
highlighting the most active patent assignees and
their involvement in the neurotechnology field.

COMPANIES CITED IN THE REPORT (non exhaustive list)
Abbott, Ad-tech, Advanced Brain Monitoring, AdvaStim, AIST, Aleva Neurotherapeutics, Alphabet,
Amazon, Ant Group, ArchiMed, Artinis Medical Systems, Atlas Neuroengineering, ATR, Beijing Pins
Medical, BioSemi, Biotronik, Blackrock microsystems, Boston Scientific, Brain products, BrainCo,
BrainCo, Brainscope, Brainsway, Cadwell, Cambridge Neurotech, Caputron, CAS Medical Systems,
CEA, Circuit therapeutics, Cirtec Medical, Compumedics, Cortec, CVTE, Cyberonics, Deep
Brain Innovations, Deymed, Dixi Medical, DSM, EaglePicher Technologies, Electrochem solutions,
ElectroCore, Elmotiv, Endonovo therapeutics, EnerSys, Enteromedics, Evergreen medical technologies,
Facebook, Flow, Foc.us, g.tec, Galvani bioelectronics, General electric, Geodesic, Glaxo Smith Klein,
Halo Neuroscience, Halo Neurosciences, Hamamatsu, Helius Medical, Technologies, Hitachi, iBand+,
IBM Watson, IMEC, Integer, Integra, InteraXon, ISS, Jawbone, Kernel, LivaNova, Mag and More,
Magstim, Magventure, Mainstay Medical, Med-el elektromedizinische geraete, Medtronic, Micro
power electronics, Micro Systems Technologies, Micromed, Microsoft, MindMaze, Mitsar, MyBrain
Technologies, Natus, NEC, Nemos, Nervana, Neurable, Neuralink, NeuroCare, NeuroElectrics,
NeuroLutions, NeuroMetrix, Neuronetics, Neuronetics, Neuronexus, NeuroPace, Neuropace,
Neuros Medical, Neuroscan, NeuroSigma, NeuroSky, Neurosoft, Neurostar, Neurowave, Nevro,
Nexeon, Nexstim, Nielsen, Nihon Kohden, Nirox, Nonin Medical, Nuvectra, Olympus, Ornim,
Oscor, Pacesetter, Panasonic, Paradromics, Philips, Plexon, PMT corporation, RetroSense, Rhythm,
Ripple, Rythm Dreem, Samsung, SceneRay, Second sight medical, Sensomedical, Setpoint Medical,
Shimadzu, Siemens, Sony, Sorin Group, Soterix Medical, SPR Therapeutics, Stim Wave, Teijin, Thync,
Toyota, Verily, VieLight, Vygon, Ximedica, Ybrain, and many more !
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“Intellectual Property Rights” (“IPR”) means any
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company or trading names and any other intellectual property
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be bought either on a unit basis or as an annual subscription.
(i.e. subscription for a period of 12 calendar months). The
annual subscription to a package (i.e. a global discount based
on the number of reports that the Buyer orders or accesses
via the service, a global search service on line on I-micronews
and a consulting approach), is defined in the order. Reports are
established in PowerPoint and delivered on a PDF format and the
database may include Excel files.
“Seller”: Based in Lyon (France headquarters), Yole
Développement is a market research and business development
consultancy company, facilitating market access for advanced
technology industrial projects. With more than 20 market
analysts, Yole works worldwide with the key industrial companies,
R&D institutes and investors to help them understand the markets
and technology trends.
1. SCOPE
1.1 The Contracting Parties undertake to observe the following
general conditions when agreed by the Buyer and the Seller.
ANY ADDITIONAL, DIFFERENT, OR CONFLICTING
TERMS AND CONDITIONS IN ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS
ISSUED BY THE BUYER AT ANY TIME ARE HEREBY
OBJECTED TO BY THE SELLER, SHALL BE WHOLLY
INAPPLICABLE TO ANY SALE MADE HEREUNDER AND
SHALL NOT BE BINDING IN ANY WAY ON THE SELLER.
1.2 This agreement becomes valid and enforceable between the
Contracting Parties after clear and non-equivocal consent
by any duly authorized person representing the Buyer. For
these purposes, the Buyer accepts these conditions of sales
when signing the purchase order which mentions “I hereby
accept Yole’s Terms and Conditions of Sale”. This results in
acceptance by the Buyer.
1.3 
Orders are deemed to be accepted only upon written
acceptance and confirmation by the Seller, within [7 days] from
the date of order, to be sent either by email or to the Buyer’s
address. In the absence of any confirmation in writing, orders
shall be deemed to have been accepted.
2. MAILING OF THE PRODUCTS
2.1 P roducts are sent by email to the Buyer:
• within [1] month from the order for Products already
released; or
• within a reasonable time for Products ordered prior to
their effective release. In this case, the Seller shall use its best
endeavours to inform the Buyer of an indicative release date
and the evolution of the work in progress.
2.2 Some weeks prior to the release date the Seller can propose
a pre-release discount to the Buyer
The Seller shall by no means be responsible for any delay in
respect of article 2.2 above, and including incases where a
new event or access to new contradictory information would
require for the analyst extra time to compute or compare
the data in order to enable the Seller to deliver a high quality
Products.
2.3 The mailing of the Product will occur only upon payment
by the Buyer, in accordance with the conditions contained
in article 3.
2.4. The mailing is operated through electronic means either by
email via the sales department or automatically online via an
email/password. If the Product’s electronic delivery format
is defective, the Seller undertakes to replace it at no charge
to the Buyer provided that it is informed of the defective
formatting within 90 days from the date of the original
download or receipt of the Product.

2.5 T
 he person receiving the Products on behalf of the Buyer
shall immediately verify the quality of the Products and their
conformity to the order. Any claim for apparent defects or
for non-conformity shall be sent in writing to the Seller within
8 days of receipt of the Products. For this purpose, the Buyer
agrees to produce sufficient evidence of such defects. .
2.6 
No return of Products shall be accepted without prior
information to the Seller, even in case of delayed delivery.
Any Product returned to the Seller without providing prior
information to the Seller as required under article 2.5 shall
remain at the Buyer’s risk.
3. PRICE, INVOICING AND PAYMENT
3.1 Prices are given in the orders corresponding to each Product
sold on a unit basis or corresponding to annual subscriptions.
They are expressed to be inclusive of all taxes. The prices
may be reevaluated from time to time. The effective price is
deemed to be the one applicable at the time of the order.
3.2 Yole may offer a pre release discount for the companies willing
to acquire in the future the specific report and agreeing on the
fact that the report may be release later than the anticipated
release date. In exchange to this uncertainty, the company will
get a discount that can vary from 15% to 10%.
3.3 Payments due by the Buyer shall be sent by cheque payable to
Yole Développement, credit card or by electronic transfer to
the following account:
HSBC, 1 place de la Bourse 69002 Lyon France
Bank code: 30056
Branch code: 00170
Account n°: 0170 200 1565 87
BIC or SWIFT code: CCFRFRPP
IBAN: FR76 3005 6001 7001 7020 0156 587
To ensure the payments, the Seller reserves the right to request
down payments from the Buyer. In this case, the need of down
payments will be mentioned on the order.
3.4 Payment is due by the Buyer to the Seller within 30 days
from invoice date, except in the case of a particular written
agreement. If the Buyer fails to pay within this time and fails
to contact the Seller, the latter shall be entitled to invoice
interest in arrears based on the annual rate Refi of the «BCE»
+ 7 points, in accordance with article L. 441-6 of the French
Commercial Code. Our publications (report, database, tool...)
are delivered only after reception of the payment.
3.5 In the event of termination of the contract, or of misconduct,
during the contract, the Seller will have the right to invoice
at the stage in progress, and to take legal action for damages.
4. LIABILITIES
4.1 The Buyer or any other individual or legal person acting on
its behalf, being a business user buying the Products for its
business activities, shall be solely responsible for choosing the
Products and for the use and interpretations he makes of the
documents it purchases, of the results he obtains, and of the
advice and acts it deduces thereof.
4.2 The Seller shall only be liable for (i) direct and (ii) foreseeable
pecuniary loss, caused by the Products or arising from a
material breach of this agreement
4.3 In no event shall the Seller be liable for:
a) damages of any kind, including without limitation, incidental
or consequential damages (including, but not limited to,
damages for loss of profits, business interruption and loss of
programs or information) arising out of the use of or inability
to use the Seller’s website or the Products, or any information
provided on the website, or in the Products;
b) any claim attributable to errors, omissions or other
inaccuracies in the Product or interpretations thereof.
4.4 
All the information contained in the Products has been
obtained from sources believed to be reliable. The Seller
does not warrant the accuracy, completeness adequacy or
reliability of such information, which cannot be guaranteed to
be free from errors.
4.5 All the Products that the Seller sells may, upon prior notice
to the Buyer from time to time be modified by or substituted
with similar Products meeting the needs of the Buyer. This
modification shall not lead to the liability of the Seller,
provided that the Seller ensures the substituted Product is
similar to the Product initially ordered.
4.6 In the case where, after inspection, it is acknowledged that
the Products contain defects, the Seller undertakes to replace
the defective products as far as the supplies allow and without
indemnities or compensation of any kind for labor costs,
delays, loss caused or any other reason. The replacement is
guaranteed for a maximum of two months starting from the
delivery date. Any replacement is excluded for any event as set
out in article 5 below.
4.7 T
 he deadlines that the Seller is asked to state for the mailing
of the Products are given for information only and are not
guaranteed. If such deadlines are not met, it shall not lead to
any damages or cancellation of the orders, except for non
acceptable delays exceeding [4] months from the stated
deadline, without information from the Seller. In such case only,
the Buyer shall be entitled to ask for a reimbursement of its first
down payment to the exclusion of any further damages.

4.8 The Seller does not make any warranties, express or implied,
including, without limitation, those of sale ability and fitness for
a particular purpose, with respect to the Products. Although
the Seller shall take reasonable steps to screen Products for
infection of viruses, worms, Trojan horses or other codes
containing contaminating or destructive properties before
making the Products available, the Seller cannot guarantee
that any Product will be free from infection.
5. FORCE MAJEURE
The Seller shall not be liable for any delay in performance directly
or indirectly caused by or resulting from acts of nature, fire, flood,
accident, riot, war, government intervention, embargoes, strikes,
labor difficulties, equipment failure, late deliveries by suppliers or
other difficulties which are beyond the control, and not the fault
of the Seller.
6. PROTECTION OF THE SELLER’S IPR
6.1 A
 ll the IPR attached to the Products are and remain the
property of the Seller and are protected under French and
international copyright law and conventions.
6.2 
The Buyer agreed not to disclose, copy, reproduce,
redistribute, resell or publish the Product, or any part of it
to any other party other than employees of its company. The
Buyer shall have the right to use the Products solely for its
own internal information purposes. In particular, the Buyer
shall therefore not use the Product for purposes such as:
• Information storage and retrieval systems;
• Recordings and re-transmittals over any network (including
any local area network);
• Use in any timesharing, service bureau, bulletin board or
similar arrangement or public display;
• Posting any Product to any other online service (including
bulletin boards or the Internet);
• Licensing, leasing, selling, offering for sale or assigning the
Product.
6.3 The Buyer shall be solely responsible towards the Seller of
all infringements of this obligation, whether this infringement
comes from its employees or any person to whom the Buyer
has sent the Products and shall personally take care of any
related proceedings, and the Buyer shall bear related financial
consequences in their entirety.
6.4 T
 he Buyer shall define within its company point of contact for
the needs of the contract. This person will be the recipient
of each new report in PDF format. This person shall also be
responsible for respect of the copyrights and will guaranty that
the Products are not disseminated out of the company.
6.5 In the context of annual subscriptions, the person of contact
shall decide who within the Buyer, shall be entitled to access
on line the reports on I-micronews.com. In this respect, the
Seller will give the Buyer a maximum of 10 password, unless
the multiple sites organization of the Buyer requires more
passwords. The Seller reserves the right to check from time
to time the correct use of this password.
6.6 In the case of a multisite, multi license, only the employee
of the buyer can access the report or the employee of the
companies in which the buyer have 100% shares. As a matter
of fact the investor of a company, the joint venture done with
a third party etc..cannot access the report and should pay a
full license price.
7. TERMINATION
7.1 If the Buyer cancels the order in whole or in part or postpones
the date of mailing, the Buyer shall indemnify the Seller for
the entire costs that have been incurred as at the date of
notification by the Buyer of such delay or cancellation. This
may also apply for any other direct or indirect consequential
loss that may be borne by the Seller, following this decision.
7.2 In the event of breach by one Party under these conditions
or the order, the non-breaching Party may send a notification
to the other by recorded delivery letter upon which, after a
period of thirty (30) days without solving the problem, the
non-breaching Party shall be entitled to terminate all the
pending orders, without being liable for any compensation.
8. MISCELLANEOUS
All the provisions of these Terms and Conditions are for the
benefit of the Seller itself, but also for its licensors, employees
and agents. Each of them is entitled to assert and enforce those
provisions against the Buyer.
Any notices under these Terms and Conditions shall be given in
writing. They shall be effective upon receipt by the other Party.
The Seller may, from time to time, update these Terms and
Conditions and the Buyer, is deemed to have accepted the latest
version of these terms and conditions, provided they have been
communicated to him in due time.
9. GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
9.1 
Any dispute arising out or linked to these Terms and
Conditions or to any contract (orders) entered into in
application of these Terms and Conditions shall be settled
by the French Commercial Courts of Lyon, which shall have
exclusive jurisdiction upon such issues.
9.2 French law shall govern the relation between the Buyer and
the Seller, in accordance with these Terms and Conditions.

